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Press release 
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NCC to construct office building for KLP in 
Trondheim 
NCC is to construct the Teknostallen office building of more than 46,000 square 

meters in central Trondheim on behalf of KLP Eiendom AS. The assignment is 

scheduled to be completed in 2025 and the order value amounts nearly SEK 900 

million. 

The project commenced at the beginning of 2021 with an initial partnering phase. The 

parties, in collaboration with the architect responsible, have developed a concept and 

solutions to create a modern office building with flexible work areas. The construction 

contract has now been signed. 

“This is our third construction assignment for KLP in Trondheim. In addition to solutions 

for the office building itself, we have attached major importance to designing an optimal 

construction process, with a view to the lifecycle of the entire project. This will be one of 

Norway’s most exciting and modern office buildings, and we are pleased to be part of the 

project,” says Catarina Molén-Runnäs, Head of NCC Building Nordics. 

Teknostallen is located in central Trondheim and will mainly accommodate office spaces, 

but also a gym, restaurants, service and commercial premises on the ground level. A 

running track and recreational area will be built on the roof. 

The building, which includes a solar power system and low-energy solutions, will be 

certified according to BREEAM Excellent and Well Platinum.  

Construction work will commence at the beginning of 2022 and is expected to be 

completed in the third quarter 2025.  

The assignment is a turnkey contract and the order value of nearly SEK 900 million will 

be registered in the fourth quarter of 2021 in the NCC Building Nordics business area.  

For further information, please contact: 

Tove Stål, Head of Group External Relations, NCC Sweden, +46 76 521 61 02 

NCC’s media service: +46 8 585 519 00, press@ncc.se, NCC’s Mediabank 

About NCC. NCC is one of the leading construction companies in the Nordics. Based on its expertise in managing 

complex construction processes, NCC contributes to the positive impact of construction for its customers and society. 

Operations include commercial property development, building and infrastructure project contracting, and asphalt and 

stone materials production. In 2020, NCC had sales of about SEK 54 billion and 14,500 employees. NCC’s shares are 

listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. 
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